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ABSTRACT:

In this paper a masking based data hiding and image authentication technique (MDHIAT) has been proposed by embedding a message/image into a colour image. Bits from authenticating message/image are embedded in single bit position under each byte of the source image by choosing a standard 3 x 3 mask in row major order. Point of insertion of a bit is obtained by computing modulus operation of the position of the image byte within the mask and an integer s whose value lies between 1 and 8. A message digest MD-5 has also been generated from authenticating message/image and inserted into the source image in same manner to impart additional security. Experimental results show a good fidelity in embedded image when the value of s is less than equal to 6. Results are compared with the most popular steganographic algorithm S-Tools in terms of histogram, noise and standard deviation analysis where proposed MDHIAT shows better performance in compared to S-Tools.

INTRODUCTION:

This paper presents MDHIAT to insert messages/image into the source image for image identification or verification. The presented work emphasizes on information and image protection against potential enemy while being transmitted across the networks. The produced output image will be properly authenticated image. The fidelity of the decoded is comparable with the source image. The scheme uses efficient insertion of single bit within a byte in each mask of size 3 x 3, which conform proper authentication and identification of the image. Nowadays authorized image trafficking across the network is a big challenge. Image authentication, identification and ownership verification may be done through embedding message/image into the original image. The technique is called data hiding within the image. It has a wide range of applications to protect the image from potential enemy.

For easy access and proliferation of network facilities it is very hard task to preserve the originality [11] of the image. There are tools and techniques to protect the originality and to ensure the authenticity of the image document. In this paper a novel technique MDHIAT has been proposed to perform the task.

Data masking techniques:

Substitution:

Substitution is one of the most effective methods of applying data masking and being able to preserve the authentic look and feel of the data records. It allows the masking to be performed in such a manner that another authentic looking value can be substituted for the existing value. There are several data field types where this approach provides optimal benefit in disguising the overall data sub set as to whether or not it is a masked data set. For example, if dealing with source data which contains customer records, real life surname or first name can be randomly substituted from a supplied or customised look up file.

If the first pass of the substitution allows for applying a male first name to all first names, then the second pass would need to allow for applying a female first name to all first names where gender equals “F”. Using this approach we could easily maintain the gender mix within the data structure, apply anonymity to the data records but also maintain a realistic looking database which could not easily be identified as a database consisting of masked data.

This substitution method needs to be applied for many of the fields that are in DB structures across the world, such as telephone numbers, zip codes and postcodes, as well as credit card numbers and other card type numbers like Social Security numbers and Medicare numbers where these numbers actually need to conform to a checksum test of the Luhn algorithm.
Shuffling:

The shuffling method is a very common form of data obfuscation. It is similar to the substitution method but it derives the substitution set from the same column of data that is being masked. In very simple terms, the data is randomly shuffled within the column. However, if used in isolation, anyone with any knowledge of the original data can then apply a “What if” scenario to the data set and then piece back together a real identity. The shuffling method is also open to be reversed if the shuffling algorithm can be deciphered. Shuffling however is a great technique to include in your overall masking approach as it has some real strengths in certain areas. If for instance, you need to maintain the end of year figures for your financial information in that test data base. You could mask the names of the suppliers and then shuffle the value of your accounts throughout your masked database. It is highly unlikely that anyone, even someone with intimate knowledge of the original data could derive a true data record back to its original values.

Nulling out or deletion:

Sometimes a very simplistic approach to masking is adopted through applying a null value to a particular field. The null value approach is really only useful to prevent visibility of the data element. In almost all cases it lessens the degree of data integrity that is maintained in the masked data set. It is not a realistic value and will then fail any application logic validation that may have been applied in the front end software that is in the system under test. It also highlights to anyone that wishes to reverse engineer any of the identity data that data masking has been applied to some degree on the data set.

Masking out:

Character scrambling or masking out of certain fields is also another simplistic yet very effective method of preventing sensitive information to be viewed. It is really an extension of the previous method of nulling out but there is greater emphasis on keeping the data real and not fully masked all together. This system is not very effective for test systems but is very useful for the billing scenario detailed above. It is also commonly known as a dynamic data masking method.

Number and date variance:

The numeric variance method is very useful for applying to financial and date driven information fields. Effectively, a method utilising this manner of masking can still leave a meaningful range in a financial data set such as payroll. If the variance applied is around +/- 10% then it is still a very meaningful data set in terms of the ranges of salaries that are paid to the recipients. The same also applies to the date information. If the overall data set needs to retain demographic and actuarial data integrity then applying a random numeric variance of +/- 120 days to date fields would preserve the date distribution but still prevent traceability back to a known entity based on their known actual date or birth or a known date value of whatever record is being masked.

Encryption:

Encryption is often the most complex approach to solving the data masking problem. The encryption algorithm often requires that a “key” be applied to view the data based on user rights. This often sounds like the best solution but in practice the key may then be given out to personnel without the proper rights to view the data and this then defeats the purpose of the masking exercise. Old databases may then be copied with the original credentials of the supplied key and the same uncontrolled problem lives on.

Static and on-the-fly data masking:

Static Data Masking is done on the golden copy of the database. Production DBAs load the backup in a separate environment, reduce the data set to a subset that holds the data necessary for a particular round of testing (a technique called “subsetting”), apply data masking rules while data is in stasis, apply necessary code changes from source control and push data to desired environment.

On-the-Fly Data Masking:

On-the-Fly Data Masking happens in the process of transferring data from environment to environment without data touching the disk on its way.
The same technique is applied to “Dynamic Data Masking” but one record at a time. This type of data masking is most useful for environments that do continuous deployments as well as for heavily integrated applications. Organizations that employ continuous deployment or continuous delivery practices do not have the time necessary to create a backup and load it to the golden copy of the database.

### Data Masking and the Cloud:

In recent years, organizations develop their new applications in the cloud more and more often, regardless of whether final applications will be hosted in the cloud or on-premises. The Cloud Solutions are now available for new applications such as Infrastructure as a Service or IaaS, Platform as a Service or PaaS, and Software as a Service or SaaS. There are various modes of creating test data and moving it from on-premises databases to the cloud, or between different environments within the cloud. Data masking invariably becomes the part of these processes in SDLC as the development environments’ SLAs are usually not as stringent as the production environments’ SLAs regardless of whether application is hosted in the cloud or on-premises.

### Hash-based message authentication:

In cryptography, a keyed-hash message authentication code (HMAC) is a specific construction for calculating a message authentication code (MAC) involving a cryptographic hash function in combination with a secret cryptographic key. As with any MAC, it may be used to simultaneously verify both the data integrity and the authentication of a message. Any cryptographic hash function, such as MD5 or SHA-1, may be used in the calculation of an HMAC; the resulting MAC algorithm is termed HMAC-MD5 or HMAC-SHA1 accordingly. The cryptographic strength of the HMAC depends upon the cryptographic strength of the underlying hash function, the size of its hash output, and on the size and quality of the key.

### PROPOSED SYSTEM:

The proposed MDHIAT embeds authenticating message/image Alm,n of size m x n bits (maximum) for the purpose of authentication of the source image Slm,n of size m x n bytes.

X3 mask is chosen from the source image matrix in row major order and single bit into each byte from authenticating message/image is inserted between 1st to 6th position from LSB of the byte. The insertion positions of the authenticating bits are calculated through a mathematical function which depend upon the absolute position of the pixel within the mask and an integer s whose values lies between 1 and 8. At the beginning of the embedded image the size of authenticating message/image is also fabricated in same fashion. As source image is colour three authenticating bits are inserted in each source pixel using MDHIAT. Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of MDHIAT.

**Algorithm for Insertion:**

The proposed scheme uses colour image as the input to be authenticated by text message/colour image. The authenticating message/image bits size may be less than or equal to source image bytes.

1. Read one character/pixel of authenticating message/image at a time.
2. For each authenticating message/image byte do the following
   - Read source image matrix of size 3 x 3 mask in row major order.
   - Extract the message/image bit one by one.
3. Compute the position within the mask for the authenticating message/image bit to be inserted.
4. Replace the authenticating message/image bit in the computed position within the mask.

### EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS:

Hash-based message authentication, the proposed scheme uses colour image as the input to be authenticated by text message/colour image. The authenticating message/image bits size may be less than or equal to source image bytes.

1. Read one character/pixel of authenticating message/image at a time.
2. For each authenticating message/image byte do the following
   - Read source image matrix of size 3 x 3 mask in row major order.
   - Extract the message/image bit one by one.
3. Compute the position within the mask for the authenticating message/image bit to be inserted.
4. Replace the authenticating message/image bit in the computed position within the mask.

### CONCLUSIONS:

- In cryptography, a keyed-hash message authentication code (HMAC) is a specific construction for calculating a message authentication code (MAC) involving a cryptographic hash function in combination with a secret cryptographic key.
- As with any MAC, it may be used to simultaneously verify both the data integrity and the authentication of a message. Any cryptographic hash function, such as MD5 or SHA-1, may be used in the calculation of an HMAC; the resulting MAC algorithm is termed HMAC-MD5 or HMAC-SHA1 accordingly.
- The cryptographic strength of the HMAC depends upon the cryptographic strength of the underlying hash function, the size of its hash output, and on the size and quality of the key.

**SUMMARY:**

- MDHIAT is proposed for data masking and authentication.
- It can be used in both cloud and on-premises environments.
- The scheme is flexible and can handle various types of data.
- It provides an extra level of security by embedding authenticity information in the source image.
6. Repeat step 1 and step 2 for the whole authenticating message/image size, content and MD-5.

7. Stop.

**B. Algorithm for Extraction:**

During decoding the embedded image has been taken as the input and the authenticating message/image size, content and MD-5 key are extracted data from it.

1. Read embedded image mask of size 3 x 3 in row major order.
2. For each mask do
   - Compute the position within the mask in row major order where authenticating message/image bit is available.
   - Extract the message/image bit.
   - Replace message/image bit position in the mask image byte by ‘1’ For each 8 (eight) bits extraction construct one character/image pixel.
3. Repeat step 1 and step 2 to complete decoding as per size of the authenticating message/image.
4. Stop.

**EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS:**

**A. Histogram Analysis:**

Histogram analysis has been performed between source image ‘Sachin’ and for the source image embedded with ‘Gold coin’ using the MDHIAT and S-Tools.

**B. Noise Analysis:**

Noise analysis has also been performed for the embedded ‘Sachin’ image using MDHIAT and S-Tools algorithms. Figure 4 shows the pictorial representation of computation of noise. Noise is computed by finding the average of 4 direct neighbor pixels in the 3 x 3 pixels (figure 5) around the pixel Pi as given in equation (1), where P1E and P1S are the pixel values of the pixel i in both the embedded image and source image respectively, and (m x n) is a number of pixels in the source.

**CONCLUSIONS:**

In this paper the proposed image authentication technique MDHIAT performs the authentication process using mathematical operations on 3 x 3 masks to insert bits into the source image byte. The insertion is done through mask selections in row major order for the entire image matrix; it provides the extra level of security.
From the analysis of the results it is clear that the image quality (like brightness, sharpness) distortion is negligible up to the modulus 6. As all are embedded within the source image like size of authenticating message/image, content of it and MD-5 key within the source image no other information is needed for decoding at receiver end. Different types of comparison like histogram analysis, noise analysis, and standard deviation analysis are performed to compare the MDHIAT with S-Tools algorithm. Through analysis of various results obtained from the implementations it reveals that the proposed MDHIAT may result better authentication in steganographic field.
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